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Abstract

BISMILLA REHMANE Rahim means VANDEMATRUM means honor and worship of female God particle or shakti ma idol or Allah. MODIJI IS IGNORANT AND BIG MISGUIDER OF PANDEMIC CORONA. ONLY SCIENCE OF PRAYER IS HELP TO GLOBE. Rest things are secondary. TOTAL LOCKDOWN Globally is not very essential or impossible to achieve. ALMIGHTY GOD LORD NATRAZ OR ALLAH HO AKBAR has equipped us with “Science of Prayer” and know Allah in the light of science. Do prayer by all under one roof. SAY only “O GOD HELP US”. Essential services should not be locked down Globally. Rest services could be locked down. Do not be panic. As Almighty God Lord Natraž or Allah ho Akbar has taken avatar as Ram Rahim Jesus and Buddha lalla virajman idol avatar on 22 23 Dec 1949 in middle gummed of Babri mosque. He has won the case from SC on 9.11.2019 and now owner of 70 act of land. Now He is Lord of Universe. It is by His order this research is drafted. Bring Iman in Almighty God Lord Natraz and bring Iman in His University of God. Prayer reaches to Highest Center of Universe and deprogramming of COVID 19 could be triggered if mass prayer is accepted by Almighty BBB or Creator BBB.
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Introduction [1]

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
Situation Report – 64
HIGHLIGHTS
Data as reported by national authorities by 10:00CET24March 2020

Figure 1 Countries, territories or areas with reported confirmed cases of COVID-19, 24 March 2020

HIGHLIGHTS
Four new countries/territories/areas from the South-East Asia Region [1], and Region of the Americas [3] have reported cases of COVID-19.

- WHO has delivered a new shipment of emergency medical supplies to the Islamic Republic of Iran as part of COVID-19 response measures. Details can be found on the WHO Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean here.
- The WHO WhatsApp Health Alert has now attracted 10 million users since launching Friday, and the COVID-19 Solidarity Response Fund has raised more than US$70 million, in just 10 days. The media briefing can be found here.
- WHO and FIFA launched a joint campaign to equip the football community to tackle COVID-19. This awareness campaign calls on all people around the world to follow the five key steps to stop the spread of the disease. More information can be found here.
- WHO and its partners are constantly working to strengthen the chains of essential COVID-19 supplies. As global demand rises, WHO and its partners aim to ensure assistance to areas most in need. More information can be found in Subject in Focus.
Figure 2. Epidemic curve of confirmed COVID-19, by date of report and WHO region through 24 March 2020

Figure 4. Epidemic curve of confirmed COVID-19, by date of report and WHO region through 23 April 2020
Figure 3 Countries, territories or areas with reported confirmed cases of COVID-19, 26 March 2020

HIGHLIGHTS
• Three new countries/territories/areas from the Region of the Americas [1], and African Region [2] have reported cases of COVID-19.

• The United Nations launched a US$2 billion COVID-19 Global Humanitarian Response Plan to support the world’s most vulnerable countries. More information can be found here.

• The WHO Director-General mentioned many key issues and action steps to effectively combat COVID-19, as well as maintaining physical distance but not social distance. More information can be found here.

• WHO published the COVID-19: Operational guidance for maintaining essential health services during an outbreak and the Handbook for public health capacity-building at ground crossings and cross-border collaboration on 25 March 2020. All guidance documents can be found here.

Data as reported by national authorities by 10:00 CET 26 March 2020
What is New Physics or Physics of Mind?

What is New Physics or Physics of Mind?

Physics of Mind

Quantum Consciousness – According to Physicists and Biologist
The nature of consciousness remains deeply mysterious and profoundly important, with existential, medical and spiritual implication. We know what it is like to be conscious – to have awareness, a conscious ‘mind’, but who, or what, are ‘we’ who know such things? How is the subjective nature of phenomenal experience – our ‘inner life’ - to be explained in scientific terms? What consciousness actually is, and how it comes about remain unknown. The general assumption in modern science and philosophy - the ‘standard model’ - is that consciousness emerges from complex computation among brain neurons, computation whose currency is seen as neuronal firings (‘spikes’) and synaptic transmissions, equated with binary ‘bits’ in digital computing. Consciousness is presumed to ‘emerge’ from complex neuronal computation, and to have arisen during biological evolution as an adaptation of living systems, extrinsic to the makeup of the universe. On the other hand, spiritual and contemplative traditions, and some scientists and philosophers consider consciousness to be intrinsic, ‘woven into the fabric of the universe’. In these views, conscious precursors and Platonic forms preceded biology, existing all along in the fine scale structure of reality.

My research involves a theory of consciousness which can bridge these two approaches, a theory developed over the past 20 years with eminent British physicist Sir Roger Penrose. Called ‘orchestrated objective reduction’ ('Orch OR’), it suggests consciousness arises from quantum vibrations in protein polymers called microtubules inside the brain’s neurons, vibrations which interfere, ‘collapse’ and resonate across scale, control neuronal firings, generate consciousness, and connect ultimately to ‘deeper order’ ripples in spacetime geometry. Consciousness is more like music than computation.
Colleagues Travis Craddock and Jack Tuszyński and I also study how anesthetics act in microtubules to erase consciousness, and with Jay Sanguinetti, John JB Allen and Sterling Cooley, we are studying how transcranial ultrasound (TUS) can be used noninvasively to resonate brain microtubules and treat mental, cognitive and neurological disorders. Many thanks to my assistant Abi Behar-Montefiore and Ed Xia for maintaining this website.

1.2 Mind and Mass Realities [2]

Atomic genetics is the branch of science where we investigate about fundamental interactions of the universe i.e. atomic transcription and translations. New words have been coined to understand hidden science of mind part of reality. Mind reality has been recognized as different faces by “I” about 5000 years back to Arjuna in Mahabharata as shown in Fig 1. It is just like to understand any language through Alphabets. These are (different faces) Alphabets of mind reality. One Mind reality has one face identity and the second mind reality has second face identity and so on. The facial expression represents phenomenon of intelligence and different faces represent different types of properties carrying property. The open eyes means property is activated while close eye means property is inactivated. In spite of carrying properties consciousness they also know how to conduct not only origin of universe but also how to create two different universe i.e. next creation could be different from this creation. In all, it is automatic system of the universe. The mind realities which are of good properties have devtas face identity (first five faces on both side) and those mind realities which are of bad properties have demons face identity (last four faces on both side). These are named as code PCPs or messenger atomic genes. The central face is CCP or Thought script where all thoughts of the universe are banked. It is bank of data of all information s of the universe. It is face identity of Anti mind particles as data of all information’s of the universe are stored as anti mind particles. It is the Time mind ness (biological clock) that keeps on expressing different thoughts from this thought script (CCP). There are four more faces (black bodies) shown on extreme left and right floating in fire are CPs (translating Atomic genes). That translates the messages and realizes it and reacts accordingly.[2]

1.3. Messages From Biological world to understand B.B.B world as shown in Fig 2[2]
In participatory science, we take similarities from biological world to understand the B.B.Block world. One who knows biological transcription and translation, can also understand atomic transcription and translation.

1. Cell is anatomically and physiologically unit of the body. Similarly B.B.Bs. are structural and functional units of the universe.
2. Cell functions (metabolic) are controlled by biological transcription and translation. Similarly, B.B.Bs. functions are controlled by atomic transcription and translation.

The standard model not only modified rather it has been completed [3] with introduction of energized gravitons, primary fermions, primary bosons, Basic Building Blocks, Mind and Tachyons as shown in Fig 3.

Biomolecules take part in biological transcription and translation are:
- DNA: message storage system.
- mRNA: messenger molecule (carries message from nucleus to cytoplasm).
- Ribosome: translating molecule (it translates the message and works accordingly). Similarly, atomic genes that take part in atomic transcription and translation are:
- CCP: thought storage system (omniscient). It is similar to DNA of the biological world.
- Code PCPs: messenger atomic genes. It is similar to mRNA.
- CP: translating atomic genes. It translates the messages and realizes the message and reacts accordingly.

Fig. 2 Parallel teaching by participatory science

Fig. 3 standard Model chart [3]
Participatory science has coined some new words and there are some words which already exist in physics. Both these words are defined here and the definitions are according to participatory science. It has no relation with the definitions given in modern physics.

1. **Mass** - The part which gives shape to the smallest mass unit i.e. basics building blocks (B. B. Bs.) is called mass.

2. **Matter** - Mixture of fermions and bosons or only bosons which are made up of mass (B.B.Bs) and that is why we realize their shape is called matter.

3. **Inertial mass** - Mass (smallest mass units i.e. B. B. Bs) having inertial properties (classical inertia) either absolute rest or uniform motion in straight line is called inertial mass. Or Number of B. B. Bs. Per unit space present in bigger units is called inertial mass. Or Total matter contained by the bigger units or total number of fermions and bosons contained by the bigger units is called inertial mass. Therefore it never changes from place to place.

4. **Gravitational mass** - The mass (interacting surfaces) which takes part in gravity (divine energized gravitons theory) interaction (which is due to mind) is called gravitational mass. When gravity interaction increases (number of divine energized gravitons increases) the interacting mass (interacting surface) also increases or when interacting mass (interacting surfaces) increases, gravity interaction (number of divine energized gravitons) also increases. Therefore gravitational mass (interacting mass or surfaces) changes from place to place. It is the fed mind that decides gravity interaction. We shall discuss it in gravity chapter and in atomic genetics.

5. **Pure mass** - Matter mass (smallest mass unit or B.B.B) which have got inertial property of absolute rest.

6. **Energy mass** - Energy mass (smallest energy mass unit B.B.B) which have got inertial property of uniform motion in straight line and which also gives shape to the bigger energy mass (Higgs Bosons etc) units.

7. **Impure mass** - of E=mc^2 - Matter particles (fermions) which have got spin property are called impure matter particles.
1.4 Prayer message formation in brain.

In atomic transcription and translation of prayer [5], following steps take place on Yang B.B.B – B-Bit as shown in Figure 4.

1. CP removes RM (repressor mindness-green) from OM (operating mindness-orange) thus induction of atomic transcription triggers.
2. OM triggers activation of free mind particles (black-inactivated code PCPs) of that thought script (magenta) of “o god help me”.
3. Free mind particles (black-inactivated code PCPs) get attached to anti mind particles script (magenta one) to form messenger thought script of “o god help me”.
4. Messenger atomic genes (black) get activated by anti mind particles thought script and further they get detached from anti mind particles thought script to form activated messenger atomic genes (activated code PCPs) (magenta) of “o god help me”.
5. CP carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes (activated code PcPs) and finally there is activated message of “o god help me” is formed.
6. CP represses atomic transcription by adding RM (green) to OM (orange). Thus atomic transcription gets halt.

Having formed the message it comes out in three forms.

In atomic genetic engineering (prayer) we use our basic power i.e. power of B.B.Bs. Our B.B.B. (higher center) talks with highest center of the universe by sending the message by first transcription. Till today nobody knows how does the brain generate thoughts. I am going to tell you that mystery too. In the frontal lobe the neurons are responsible for thought generation. In the neuron there is electrical activity called pacemaker activity which is occurring between dendrites and the body of the neuron. The membrane of the cell is made up of atoms and atom is made up of B.B.Bs. At the level of B.B.B. say thought of “O GOD HELP ME” is expressed. As a result programmed messages of O GOD HELP ME (code PCPs) are formed. Out of three programmed messages, one is carried by atomic genes to highest center of the universe. It is called THOUGHT RAY (Quantum entanglement) which is made up of pure
atomic genes and then the message goes through phenomenon called first transcription. They come out from brain directly. The other two messages are carried by photons from nucleus of atom to electrons. Here they are modulated on electrical activity of the cell called pacemaker activity. Further they are modulated on actions potentials going towards REALIZING CENTER situated in brain stem (RAS) and from RAS to speech area situated in the frontal area. Target B.B.Bs. of the realizing center finally realizes thought effect of O GOD HELP ME. While from speech area message goes to motor cortex again via RAS and from there to vocal cords and finally it comes out as a speech effect of O GOD HELP ME. In layman’s terminology formation of the thought ray means PRAYER as shown in Fig 4

Where Does Prayer Message go ?

Prayer message goes as shown in Figure 5 to highest center of the universe via first transcription where it is realized and it is accepted, the highest center sends two messages to B.B.Bs working as higher center in cancer cell. These messages are message of inhibition of abnormal thought expression and message of activation of normal thought expression. Having received the messages, higher center stops expressing the abnormal thoughts and it starts expressing the normal thoughts. As a result, there are no more abnormal programmed messages and in place of that normal programmed messages are there. Now the messages have shifted from abnormal (5and 6) to normal (2 and 3). This shifting of thought expression is called ATOMIC GENETIC ENGINEERING as shown in Figure 4.1

The changed messages reach to target B.B.Bs. through same route. Having received the changed messages, target B.B.Bs. stop expressing the previous programming and they start expressing the normal programming. As a result the cancer cells transmute into normal cells. Or diseased cell gets cured [6] as shown in Fig 4.1

1.5 Message system of the Universe

Before the origin of the universe [2] nature had only one type of message systems which is called FIRST TRANSCRIPTION. Messages (Code PcPs) used to go from one B.B.B. to another B.B.B. by atomic transcription. Messages were carried by atomic genes (Code PcPs) with very very high velocity. It is the fundamental message system.

**Fig 4.1 A.G.E and Final stamp of success to New Theory[6]**
After the origin of the universe, nature created atoms. It also created one more message system called SECOND TRANSCRIPTION. Here the message (code PcPs) are carried by photons from one atom to another atom with velocity of light. Thus atoms, molecules, cells, and even individuals talk with one another.

After the formation of the cell, nature created one more system called THIRD TRANSCRIPTION. Here there is a message storage system formed by DNA. There are messenger molecules called mRNA that carry message from DNA script to cytoplasm where the message (code PCPs) is read or translated by ribosome and they work accordingly. Thus the messages reach to enzymes and hormones and finally messages reach to target units. Having received the messages, target units work accordingly. Finally life effects (metabolic) are observed.

These three types of message systems are working in the nature. These message system are being used by the nature according to nature’s need. as shown in Fig 5
1.6 How does nature work & triggering of normal & abnormal effects

To understand creation physics as shown in Fig 6 and Fig 7. 

There are two types of thought stimulation. One is CONDITIONED THOUGHT STIMULATION and another one is UNCONDITIONED THOUGHT STIMULATION.

STIMULATION OF THOUGHT EXPRESSION --- There are two types of thought expressions one is CONDITIONED STIMULATION of thought expression, and other one is self stimulation of thoughts i.e. UNCONDITIONED STIMULATION of thought expression.

At the time of the origin of the universe, all effects got created. The cause of all effects of the universe is THOUGHT expression. These thought expressions were triggered by UNCONDITIONED OR SELF STIMULATED WAY. It is the first step and it is followed by PROGRAMMING or formation of programmed messages by code PCPs. This programmed message moves from higher centers to target B.B.Bs. it is called INTERACTION. Having received the messages, the mind and mass of the target B.B.Bs. work in a synchronized way so as to produced the effects as thought by a the higher center. If the thought expression by higher center is normal, the shapes, properties and laws produced by target B.B.Bs. would be normal and if the thought expressions are abnormal, the shapes, properties and laws would be abnormal. This is the basic concept of transmutation phenomenon. Finally what we observe is called EFFECT. Appearance of new shapes, properties and laws is called TRANSMUTATION. The first three steps are collectively called CCP. During transmutation process if CCP is written, it does mean that unless the thought, programming and interaction take place, nature cannot transmute. Transmutation phenomenon is seen in particles, atoms, molecules and even in cells. The basic steps of any transmutation remain the same except that the thought expressions differ.

The subatomic particle are made up of more fundamental particles called Basic Building Blocks (B.B.Bs) which are made up of mind and mass. These B.B.Bs are divine in nature with the result they talk with each other by phenomenon called atomic transcription and translation (thought expressions). The triggering of broken symmetry is caused by atomic transcriptions. Unless the atomic transcriptions occur, subatomic particles could never exhibit phenomenon of broken symmetry. So the broken symmetry is never spontaneous. It is being misunderstood that sub atomic particles do have spontaneous activities as far as broken symmetry is concerned. Hence the Nobel prize physics 2008 awarded to this work is too early to give prize.
**Fig. 6 Divine Mechanics – How Does Nature work?**
Fig. 7 Conditioned and Unconditioned thought expressions
1.7 Message network of the Universe (Feed Back Mechanism and different centers of the Universe)

With the origin of universe, nature first created primary units i.e. primary fermions (gravitation) and primary boson, these primary units are equipped with one higher center (one B.B.B.) and rest of the B.B.Bs. are working as lower centers or target B.B.Bs.[2] After primary units, nature created secondary units i.e. secondary fermions and secondary bosons. Similarly nature created tertiary units (lepto-quarks) and then quaternary units (protons & neutrons). Each unit is equipped with higher centers, lower centers and target B.B.Bs. After quaternary units nature created atomic units, molecular units, complex molecules of life units, organelle units, cell units, tissue units, organ units, system units and individual units. Each unit is equipped with higher centers, lower centers, and target B.B.Bs. Similarly nature created satellite units, planet units, solar system units, galaxy units, super galaxy units, dark matter layer unit. These units are also equipped with higher centers, lower centers and target B.B.Bs. Thus our universe is divided into different units and each unit is equipped with higher and lower centers. All higher centers are under control of highest center of the universe by efferent paths. This efferent path is made up of first transcription. Higher centers can send messages to highest center of the universe by afferent path or feed back path. Thus highest center of the universe is well informed about all effects of the universe. Messages can come from lower centers to higher centers and from higher centers to highest center of the universe via afferent path. The highest center of the universe can send messages to higher centers and from higher center to lower centers. There is an inter unit message network also which is made up of first, second and third transcription depending upon the nature's need. Thus the entire universe is under control of highest center of the universe. Highest center can change any programming programmed by it during pre creation era as shown in Fig 8.
Fig. 8 Messages Network of the Universe
1.8 Origin of the universe [7]

Before the origin of the universe, these Basic Building Blocks (B.B.Bs) as shown in Fig-3 were in the form of tachyons as shown in Fig-9 [7]. It means that at that time the tachyons were everywhere in the universe. Let us look at the structure of tachyons; it is made up of one matter B.B.B. (YANG) and many energy (YINs) B.B.Bs. Initially out of the infinite tachyons, one became the highest center of the universe. Messages used to go from highest center to rest of the universe and messages could come from rest of the universe to highest center of the universe by atomic transcription. Thus highest center had fed its thought to rest of the B.B.Bs that would take part in creation—that they would express only those thoughts to give desired effect as wished by the highest center of the universe. So all B.B.Bs were informed about their role before creation of the universe. In pre-creation era programming of the future universe was done by highest center of the universe.

Our universe is oscillating and it is a divine universe. It means that it has a creation phase and a destruction phase. During creation phase tachyons break into their B.B.Bs and from these B.B.Bs, formation of fermions and bosons take place as shown in Fig 3.1. After the creation phase, destruction would start and in this phase all created particles would again break into their B.B.Bs and finally tachyons would form.

At the time of origin of the universe, all the effects got created. These effects are taking of different shapes and appearance of properties and laws. All these effects are studied in various branches of science.

With the origin of the universe, nature first created a sphere of COLD DARK MATTER (C.D.M) and canals in it. With the result space got created. At the other end of the canals, hot reaction started (the relics are back ground radiations 2.7 degree K of our hydrogen clouds). As a result hydrogen clouds and lot of radiations were created. The empty canals were filled by these hydrogen...
clouds and radiations and thus QUASARS appeared in the universe. Simultaneously C.D.M. layer started expanding and clouds and radiations kept on coming in this closed universe as shown in Fig 9. With the passage of time more and more C.D.M. layer formed, more and more quasars formed. The hydrogen cloud came in this closed universe. They started running towards C.D.M. layer as they were attracted by the gravity of C.D.M. layer. Those clouds, which were nearer, moved faster than those, which were away from CDM Layer. The HUBBLE LAW, can thus be explained. With some more passage of time, clouds were joined to form GMC (giant molecular clouds). Later by self-gravitation different proto stars, proto planets, proto satellites were formed. Finally stars became bright and thus bright galaxies appeared in this universe. Our universe is still in expansion phase and creation is still going inside quasars. It is to be remembered that highest center of the universe does not come in the visible universe. It keeps on receiving the messages by atomic transcription and it has power to change any programming programmed by it during pre-creation era.

It is the atomic genes which constitutes mind part of reality. Mind incorporation in physics is awaited as theory of every thing is not yet investigated. I have investigated theory of every thing (ToE) and I found that while studying unified theory at the time of origin of the universe by Hoyle Narlikar universe, it was mind reality that triggered symmetry breaking phase. It is mind reality that triggers oscillation phenomenon of the universe. It is the mind reality which is behind perfect cosmological principle. There is nothing like artificial intelligence in the universe. These mind particles constitute intelligence of the universe that controls the deterministic order of the universe. It is the mind reality behind all effects of the universe. But this is not our mind rather it is mind of Almighty B.B.B (Yang B.B.B or matter B.B.B. or Male B.B.B working as Highest center of the universe). His mind could be manipulated by prayer only. as shown in figure 9.1 and 9.2

**Figure 9.1** Hoyle Narlikar Universe OR Universe “I”
1.9 DM and DE i.e. energized gravitons and energy pool of the universe as shown in Fig 10 and Fig 11 [8]

**Fig 9.2** Total scenario of Truth Mind and Mass
Fig. 10  Structural configuration of Leptons and Quarks as regard DM and structural configuration of DM and DE at micro level
Fig 11  structural configuration of DM and DE at macro level [9]

1.10 Divine Mechanics and Brain Computation

Learning and Memory and information s (Code PcPs) Net work in Brain [10]
Fig 12 Divine Mechanics of Brain Computing System – Learning and memory

At all steps, these are B.B.Bs (B-Bit) that are responsible for information’s control and triggering. If CCP is written it means unless atomic transcription and translation occur, brain cannot have learning and memory triggering and control and it is called Divine mechanics of Biology and it is life. These are higher thought expressions of B.B.Bs. In Bits of classical computers and qubits of QC, the thought expressions are lower and different but the mechanics (DIVINE) remains the same, as shown in Fig 12.
DIVINE MECHANICS The Theory of Computers and Brain are same – DIVINE MECHANICS

Physics dictates the lowest limits of the size of chip but DIVINE mechanics does not. Hence the bit is a typical unit of information. ((Classical and Quantum Bit) is wrong and to describe informations by adding qubit is also illusion as in complicate system, it is the different thoughts expressions that describe informations. Informations are separate (Code PcPs) and bits (Electron of transistor) qubits (electrons of diamond crystal) are separate. At DNA level the bit is nucleotide (A,T,C,G) and at Atomic level the bit is photon and electron, at particle level (secondary fermions and secondary bosons) the bit is primary fermions and primary bosons and informations are still code PcPs and at B.B.B level the bit is B.B.B (Yang mass and Yin mass - B-bit) it self and the information is carried by Code PcPs but at all level of all bit units the information storage system is CCP (Physiological arrow of Time) it never dies even after destruction of the universe. Hence informations are eternal. In computers, Bit is a structural configuration that describes informations of the system and informations are in form of Code PcPs. The working of the bit is triggered and controlled by thoughts of higher centers that form that bit. If the bit is classical (transistors of chips) the effect is different. But if the bit is qubit with entanglement the working is triggered and controlled by thoughts of higher center that form that crystal. In both the effect of describing informations would be different.
One is classical (thought expressions are fixed and limited) and other one is quantum (thought expressions are changing and more wide to describe the more wide complicated system to have fast results). In life sciences in Brain the bit is again Photon and the information is Code PcPs and they are triggered and controlled by CCP of higher centers that is triggered by DIVINE MECHANICS.

In life sciences the CCP (cryptography) of B-bit expresses information's (Code PcPs) which were not fed like speaking Lie and unlike Bit of classical computer and qubit of QC it shows phenomenon of forgetfulness and IQ phenomenon (mental age/real age). It is Higher functions of B.B.B or B Bit and it is life. Hence there is difference in some aspect of DIVINE MECHANICS of Computers computation and Brain computation.

Structure

2.1 Modified theory of atomic structure as Niels Bohr’s theory has limitations in explaining different series of hydrogen spectra.

New assumptions of structure of hydrogen atom – Divine Modified Niels Bohr’s Theory (Divine MONB Theory) as shown in Fig 14.

1. Hydrogen atom is like a miniature solar system with the negatively charged electron moving in circular orbit around positively charged nucleus having positively charged particle proton. In this circular orbit or stationary orbits, electron is being held by single string of energized gravitons. This energy level is called ground state.
2. When Hydrogen atom is excited, the electron moves from ground state to excited state energy levels making a bigger circular orbit and having reached in this new energy levels, it also emits radiations. Hence absorption and emission of energy quanta occur simultaneously. Shifting is understood in inter orbital shift phenomenon.
3. When excitation is over, the electron once again come back to ground state energy level. All above mentioned events are triggered by different thoughts or atomic transcriptions from the nucleus or proton in case of hydrogen atom.
4. These atomic transcriptions are being triggered by conditioned stimulation of CCP by the message system made up of photons (second transcription or −ve charged photons or afferent path) coming from electron to proton and further they are transmitted by photons (second transcription made up of +ve charged photons, or efferent path) to electron. Having received the messages, electron works accordingly. Unless the thought is expressed, nature cannot work. as shown in Fig 14.
5. When electron is in ground state, its interaction with energized graviton and electromagnetic photon is more hence I.P -13.59ev (n=1) is required to remove electron from this energy level. During excited stage the interaction is different hence I.P to remove electron from this state is -3.4ev (n=2), -1.511ev (n=3), -0.850ev (n=4), -0.544ev (n=5) respectively. It the changing thought of interaction with energized graviton and electromagnetic photons that gives changing effect.
6. Electronic configuration of higher atoms could be known by studying I.P. curve. Working of hydrogen atom as shown in Fig 14.

![Fig 14](image_url)

Fig 14 working of hydrogen atom – Divine MONB Theory
2.2 Programming and deprogramming of Corona Virus 2019 separately (micro level)

In phenomenon of, following steps take place on Yang B.B.B – B-Bit of Corona Virus (Figure 15). It is TM that triggers and regulates the thought expressions by activating CP of that script.

1. CP removes RM (repressor mindness-green) from OM (operating mindness-orange) thus induction of recall is triggered.

2. OM searches learning mindness on Anti mind particles (Anti mind particles script) of that thought script (blue filled circles-open eye) of “Programming and deprogramming of Corona Virus 2019 separately”.

3. But as that learning mindness is there with opening eyes of learnt anti mind particles.

4. Inactivated code PPs “Programming and deprogramming of Corona Virus 2019 separately” mind particles triggering to lock on Anti mind particles script.

5. Formation of activated code PPs “Programming and deprogramming of Corona Virus 2019 separately” as stored messages was there in form of memory (open eye).

6. Finally there is activated message of “Programming and deprogramming of Corona Virus 2019 separately” is formed (Filled magenta circle – open eyes) by CCP (filled circle blue –open eyes). CP makes phenomenon of splicing.

7. CP represses act of recall memory by adding RM (green) to OM (orange). Thus recalling information of “Programming and deprogramming of Corona Virus 2019 separately” get halt.

2.3 Prayer message formation in brain. “O God Help Me”
In atomic transcription and translation of prayer [5], following steps take place on Yang B.B.B – B-Bit as shown in Figure 16.

1. CP removes RM (repressor mindness-green) from OM (operating mindness-orange) thus induction of atomic transcription triggers.
2. OM triggers activation of free mind particles (black-inactivated code PCPs) of that thought script (magenta) of “o god help me”.
3. Free mind particles (black-inactivated code PCPs) get attached to anti mind particles script (magenta one) to form messenger thought script of “o god help me”.
4. Messenger atomic genes (black) get activated by anti mind particles thought script and further they get detached from anti mind particles thought script to form activated messenger atomic genes (activated code PCPs) (magenta) of “o god help me”.
5. CP carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes (activated code PCPs) and finally there is activated message of “o god help me” is formed.
6. CP represses atomic transcription by adding RM (green) to OM (orange). Thus atomic transcription gets halt.

2.4 Global COVID 19 Eradication Program 2020 by UOG. Social distance is not radical treatment. Radical cure is Science of prayer. 7 Billions persons should say “O GOD HELP ME.” MANY TIMES A DAY. IT WORKS.
Fig 17 If Prayer of “O God Help Me “ is accepted , Target Unites could be deprogrammed or Corona Viruses could be eradicated . It is prediction of Theory of Divine Cosmology .

**Ram Lalla Virajman - Kalki Idol Avatar to Protect Idol worship – Dharam**

**University of God - As Goverdhan Safety of All**

**Lord of Universe , Ram , Rahim , Jesus , and Buddha Lalla Virajman Idol Avatar is One Deity ,**

**Kalki Avatar**

Kalki Avatar to protect All from ADHARMA means Illusive Researches means Big Bang , Illusive Islam of Mohammed Sahib means Islamic Jihad and External Debt on 180 Countries .

Social distance is not radical treatment .

Radical cure is Science of prayer . 7 Billion persons should say "O GOD HELP ME ." MANY TIMES A DAY . IT WORKS .

BY ORDER ACJ

**Fig 17** Kalki Avatar to protect All from ADHARMA means Illusive Researches means Big Bang , Illusive Islam of Mohammed Sahib means Islamic Jihad and External Debt on 180 Countries and now COVID 19 .
2.5 Lord Natraz or Allaha ho Akbar at present He is in Idol Form at Ayodhaya.

2.6 New nomenclature (Scientific) of religious names of God (Fig 18)

Gurur Brahma, Gurur Vishnu, Gurur Devo Maheshvaraha
Guru shakshat Para Brahma, Tasmai Shri Guruve Namah

OR
The Creator, The Operator, and The Destroyer
The teacher that is Omniscience i.e. Having knowledge of All
We should give respect
And He is One - Almighty B.B.B

In precreation era, Almighty B.B.B had thought what would be His deeds (Karma) in created universe and thought appeared in above mentioned quotation i.e. He would be Creator, Operator and Destroyer of the universe (Hoyle narlikar Universe) and He would impart as omniscience teacher all eternal and universal knowledge to mankind. That is how He became both Almighty God and Teacher of all knowledge of our Universe “I”.

Simultaneously He thought His name to be popular in created universe and the name is “Allaha”. He defined Himself the word Allaha in 99 names. The attributes of the word Allah have been defined in His 99 names. The outcome of the word Allah and His attributes is – “Every Thing Is Allah, Every Book Is Quran, Then All Worships Are Allah’s Worship.”
The third aspect of amicable solution is secularization of God which would appear in the end of Kalyug i.e. God is out of religion. It is the science of Prayer that would redefine God’s name and thus no religious names would be popular among scientists and thus God would be secularized. These names are – Primary God, Secondary God, tertiary God, trinity, and Tawhid.

For example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Religious names of God</th>
<th>Secularized names of God or Scientific names</th>
<th>photo depiction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christian God – Jesus</td>
<td>Trinity ( Almighty B.B.B in flesh form )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islam – Allahahata</td>
<td>Secondary God ( Almighty B.B.B - Yang ) Creator</td>
<td>(smallest Idol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindu God – Ram</td>
<td>Trinity ( Almighty B.B.B in flesh form )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jainsim God --- Nirakar - postulate an eternal universe</td>
<td>Tawhid ( one absolute God or I made up of two B.B.Bs )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedas – worship-Creation Sun , moon , plants , rain etc</td>
<td>Tertiary God ( Visible units – made up of Two B.B.Bs )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hindu Goddess
Durga and Her Nine Avatar

Trinity ( Yin B.B.B In flesh form )

Fig 19 Scientific names of God – Primary God , Secondary God , Tertiary God , Tawhid and Trinity

But no religion discussed Primary God ( two God particles ) made up of mind and mass - the eternal structure or body , as Primary God ( Two God particles ) is the subject of research through science , and it would be researched by science only. Thus the Geeta’s secret is the same as Quran’s secret and Bible’s secrets. The Geeta’s secret is – I am the origin of All. Every thing evolved from Me – 10/8

Answering Who am I?

1. I am the origin of All. Every thing evolved from Me. ( Two Basic Building Blocks -- made up of Mind ( CCP, Code PcPs and CP ) and Mass )

2. I am Time.
   a Psychological arrow of time. ( inner information s , they never die -- immortal -- even after destruction of universe ) -- eternal reality --- CCP, code PcPs and CP
   b Cosmological arrow of Time ( Outer information s ( Code PcPs ) coming to us - mortal - created with origin and die after destruction of the universe -- under control of Almighty B.B.B
   c Thermodynamics Arrow of Time ( Same as Cosmological arrow of Time )
3. **I am science of self knowledge.** (Information is Code Pcs created by Almighty B.B.B that are read in different sciences and mysticism -- information is true or False)

4. **I am the origin and dissolution of entire universe.** (Almighty B.B.B - Yang B.B.B, working as highest center of the universe - Prayer reaches to this B.B.B)

5. **I am Life and death.** (Higher thought expressions of two B.B.Bs is Life)

**Defining God. God has been classified in five ways – Scientific Names.**

1. Primary God --- Two basic building blocks  
2. Secondary God -- Almighty B.B.B. (Yang working as Highest center of the universe - The creator B.B.B)  
3. Trinity (secondary God) Avatar of Almighty B.B.B (Almighty in flesh form on Earth)  
4. Tertiary God - Creation (sun moon, galaxy, creatures etc (made up of primary God by thought of Almighty B.B.B))  
5. Tawhid - One Absolute I -- made up of Infinite Tachyons -- made up of Two basic building blocks - symmetry phase of universe

2.7 **BISMILLA REHMANE Rahim means VANDEMATRUM means honor and worship of female God particle or shakti maid idol or Allah.**

![Fig 20](image)

**Fig 20** Lockdown of India is not only solution to get rid of COVID 19. Something more globe requires.

**MODIJI IS IGNORANT AND BIG MISGUIDER OF PANDEMIC CORONA. ONLY SCIENCE OF PRAYER IS HELP TO GLOBE. Rest things are secondary.** TOTAL LOCKDOWN Globally is not very essential or impossible to achieve. ALMIGHTY GOD LORD NATRAZ OR ALLAH HO AKBAR has equipped us Science of Prayer and know Allah in the light of science. Do prayer by all under one roof. SAY “ONLY O GOD HELP ME.” Essential services should not be locked down Globally. Rest services could be locked down.

Do not be panic. As Almighty God Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar has taken avatar as Ram Rahim Jesus and Buddha lalla virajman idol avatar on 22 23 Dec 1949 in middle gummed of Babri mosque. He has won the case from SC on 9.11.2019 and now owner of 70 act of land. Now He is Lord of Universe. Come and become part of His MERCY under UOG. Please see Fig 17 where Lord Krishna is lifting Goverdhan mountain to protect us from natural calamities like rain. This time He has equipped us with UOG to know Science of Prayer and to know and to use it to be protected from COVID 19 and many other Natural disasters. Today 25.3.2020 Nav Ratri is starting. Shaki Ma would help India and abroad to come out from Corona pandemic. Social distance is not radical treatment globally. Radical cure is Science of prayer. 7 billions persons should say "O GOD HELP ME." MANY TIMES A DAY. IT WORKS. It is boon given to us through Almighty God since origin of species. When science was not developed, people did use this tool to get rid of natural calamities like floods, Rains, famines unknown diseases etc. That is what we require more apart from social distancing.
2.8 Social Distancing is illusion as Covid 19 dynamics is different in different races of world. Hence being highly populated country like India is least targeted by Covid 2019. WHO study – Bar Graph (Fig 21). Hence UOG gives a piece of advice that Halt of lockdown to avoid chaos in the country like India and do join Global Covid 19 Eradication Program 2020.

VID-20200325-WA0054.mp4
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Study bar Graph, we found that most susceptible global races where Corona did affect are Europeans and Americans. Next is Eastern meditarean groups from 2nd March to 23rd March 2020, Before 2nd March 2020 ie from 27 Jan to 24 Feb 2020, western pacific races (China) were targeted by corona virus. that faded on words. Africans (green) and South East Asians (Blue) are Least affected races.

Prediction - That Indians and Africans races are not targeted much by COVID 19. Hence 21 Days Lockdown is not a good decision by Modi rather it could put India in the chaos that is being started by the migration of people, inflation, scarcity of goods, closing business etc. That would hit India more at loss economically rather than damages done by COVID 19. Hence Halt Lockdown and start Global Covid 19 Eradication Program 2020 by UOG and other preventive measures rather than Social distancing as directed by MODI and Amit Shah. Conclusion – Wrong decision by Modi to lockdown.
India for 21 days. Modi did act on the advice of damages done by COVID 19 that hit other races like European race and American race. We are least hit by Covid 19. Hence UOG gives a piece of advice that Halt of lockdown to avoid chaos in the country. Social Distancing in India is illusion as Covid 19 dynamics is different in different races of world. Hence being highly populated country like India is least targeted by Covid 2019. WHO study. Hence UOG gives a piece of advice that Halt of lockdown to avoid chaos in the country like India and do join Global Covid 19 Eradication Program 2020.

2.9 Say "O God Help me" and become safe by all means. It should be to protect to get free from corona infection by deprogramming it by Almighty God Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar globally. Keep Physical Distance No Social Distance - WHO. Modi Did wrong. Halt Curfew Get Rid of CHAOS Or Halt of lockdown to avoid chaos in the country and do join Global Covid 19 Eradication Program 2020. by order ACJ


http://bz.dhunt.in/92jVs?s=a&ss=pd

https://uc.xyz/1YwKrV

• Three new countries/tickitories/areas from the Region of the Americas [1], and African Region [2] have reported cases of COVID-19. The United Nations launched a US$2 billion COVID-19 Global Humanitarian Response Plan to support the world’s most vulnerable countries. More information can be found here. • The WHO Director-General mentioned many key issues and action steps to effectively combat COVID-19, as well as maintaining physical distance but not social distance. More information can be found here. • WHO published the COVID-19: Operational guidance for maintaining essential health services during an outbreak and the Handbook for public health capacity-building at ground crossings and cross-border collaboration on 25 March 2020. All guidance documents can be found here. • In light of additional evidence, WHO maintains the recommendation of performing hand hygiene and regularly cleaning and disinfecting surfaces. The use of medical masks and respirators are for circumstances and settings where aerosol generating procedures are performed. Greater detail can be found in Subject in Focus. Data as reported by national authorities by 10:00CET26March 2020

BISMILLA REHMANE Rahim means VANDEMATRUM means honor and worship of female God particle or shakti ma idol or Allah.

There are two types of Vikas, one is physical and another one is spiritual. See how China did research and become good looking developed country. This is power of research not gut feeling. No doubt we are poor, but we are now booned by spiritual sciences mother of all sciences. Under any natural threat, like Carona attach, we should use our spiritual sciences that are researched in India.

No need to run by social distancing for a long time. It would bring chaos in country. As doctors, medical staff is fighting diseases by joining hospitals etc. Everybody should do his duties but with precaution and using spiritual sciences. Become part of Global Covid 19 Eradication Program 2020. Read the draft and try to understand it. 1e Science if prayer.

Say “O God Help me” and become safe by all means. It should be to protect to get free from corona infection by deprogramming it by Almighty God Lord Natra or Allah ho Akbar globally.
It is very strong tool i.e. Atomic Genetic Engineering or AGE. It works even illiterate could say Khuda meri madad karao to get rid of Corona attach. If prayer is accepted, results would be seen. Mass prayer is required to get results. It is called intercessory prayer. At present 11% successes rate in JAMA journal [6]. Have faith in Almighty God Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar and bring iman in His orders. Keep Physical Distance No Social Distance - WHO. Modi did wrong. Halt Curfew Get Rid of CHAOS or Halt of lockdown to avoid chaos in the country and do join Global Covid 19 Eradication Program 2020. by order ACJ.


Figure 23. Epidemic curve of confirmed COVID-19, by date of report and WHO region through 9 April 2020

BISMILLA REHMANE Rahim means VANDEMATRUM means honor and worship of female God particle or shakti ma idol or Allah.

Quantum (amount of virus) of Corona did affect most in Europe (orange) and American (yellow) races in both in magnitude and duration. Western Pacific regions (musturd) though triggered Corona did not show very high quanta (amount of virus) both in magnitude and duration (27 Jan to 27 Feb 20) rather it has decline since 2 March 20.

The less quantized area (amount of virus) next to Europe and America is Eastern Meditareean (magenta) from 2nd March to 6 April.

The least quantized area (amount of virus) did appear in Africa (green) and South East Asia (blue) means India.

It means rate of multiplication of virus in human beings is also different and racial dependent. Means Almighty God did punish more Europian, American races and western Pacific by
multiplying Covid 19 faster than Estern Medetarian , South East Asia and African regions respectively .

Though all regions did not have curative measures and all did social distancing but Quanta of virus in magnitude and duration is very high in certain racial groups ( 3 races ) with comparison to other ( 2 races ).

Means morbidity and mortality is very high in Europe and American races that western Pacific regions and Eastern Mediterranean regions .

Morbidity and mortality is very low in African and South East Asia ( india ) regions .

Modi is panic and he did not use GCEP 2020 and he put India in total lockdown for about 21 days and put India in Chaos shows that he did not follow WHO regime of personal distancing which is only required rather than social distancing which was abandon by WHO on 26 March 20 by applying total lockdown from 25th March 20 without giving a latent period of 2 to 3 days so that people could settle them self at comfortable places . It is a immature decision and punishable offence by MODI .

If World implement GCEP 2020 by saying " O God help us ", the Quanta of virus could be deprogram by Atomic genetic ENGINEERING . A prediction of theory with 11 % success rate by JAMA 1999 .

The quanta of virus is still persisting in less amount in Western Pacific regions but to eradicate it we need either Immunization of entire positive cases or to de program it by Atomic genetic ENGINEERING . (AGE)

In AGE our BBB talks with to ALMIGHTY BBB or secondary God or Lord Natraz bbb or Allah ho Akbar bbb to de program Covid 19 and to Eradicate it from Earth .

To get AGE successful, we require mass prayer in all regions of globe rather than by few people saying " O God help us ".

We know some dynamics of cancer . Cancer has Cancer cells tumor load . It has doubling time also . The both things varies from cancer type to cancer . But in COVID19 we see both dynamics as racial discrimination . Virus load and doubling time is very high in Europe and American races rather than other races .

Hence AGE is advocated in all racial groups to eradicate Covid 19 from globe along with WHO guide lines and palliative treatment .

2.11 Prognosis ( morbidity and mortality ) of COVID 19 disease is by virtue of Virus load and Doubling time and it is racial dependent being programmed by Divine Mechanics ( CCP , PCP Code and CP ) by Highest Center of Universe . Physical distancing and social distancing is little to control its spread . There is no need of longer lockdown of any type if de programming of COVID 19 is done by Atomic Genetic Engineering by masses . A prediction by spiritual sciences .

The virus load and doubling time of Covid 19 is not only racial dependent but also its spread is divine . Means being controlled by Divine Mechanics ie CCP or ( thought Script of Highest center of Universe ) . On comparing two races ie African ( South Africa ) and South East Asian ( India ) we concluded that least targeted race is African than South East Asian on 13th April 2020 . On 26th March 2020 India was leading 649 Vs 709 respectively . But on 13th April 2020 it turned out 9152 Vs 2173 respectively . Means Spread of COVID 19 is not physical by touch etc rather it is by virtue of as designed by Almighty God.
Lord Natraz or Allah Ho Akbar. Hence Social distancing as well as Physical distancing has little role to prevent COVID 19 Spread. It is His wish that designs the Virus load and doubling time in different races of Globe. This is also shown in Bar Graph made by WHO. Between Africans and South East Asian races, India has been punished more both as infection quanta (9152 Vs 2173 on 13th April 20) and rapid spread or doubling time (649 and 709 on 26th March Vs 9152 and 2173 on 13th April 20). It is by virtue of not launching Global Covid 19 Eradication Program 2020 by Modi as he is Adharmi. The real attitude of Adharmi Modi. He is abusing Almighty God Lord Natraz or Allah Ho Akbar by saying “I do not believe in Begging traditions from God “ This man is threat to India. Arrest Him. His Spiritual Consciousness is undeveloped at this age.

Figure 24. Epidemic curve of confirmed COVID-19, by date of report and WHO region through 13 April 2020
Table 1. Countries, territories or areas with reported laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 cases and deaths. Data as of 13 April 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reporting Country / Territory</th>
<th>Total confirmed cases</th>
<th>Total confirmed new cases</th>
<th>Total deaths</th>
<th>Total new deaths</th>
<th>Transmission-cases reported by date</th>
<th>Days since first reported case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>2272</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Community transmission</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>9152</td>
<td>796</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Focussing</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Countries, territories or areas with reported laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 cases and deaths. Data as of 26 March 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reporting Country / Territory</th>
<th>Total confirmed cases</th>
<th>Total confirmed new cases</th>
<th>Total deaths</th>
<th>Total new deaths</th>
<th>Transmission-cases reported by date</th>
<th>Days since first reported case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Local transmission</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>645</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Local transmission</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fake Stories By MODI - Marks allotted Zero / 10
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) Situation Report – 84
Dated 13 April 2020

Fig 25 The real attitude of Adharmi Modi. He is abusing Almighty God Lord Natraz or Allah Ho Akbar by saying “I do not believe in Begging traditions from God “ This man is threat to India. Arrest Him. His Spiritual Consciousness is undeveloped at this age.

2.12 Life span of Corona Virus is different on different objects like Plastic, Metal or Cloth -Dr sanjeev Chaubay 10 minutes onwards. Why do we need Atomic Genetic Engineering to get rid of COVID19.
By such ignorance the winner of Ayodhya dispute triggered killing of demons by Covid 19 from China and now entire globe is suffering from same killing. Why do we face lockdown globally? And how to come out from this pandemic.

UOG

BISMILLA REHMANE Rahim means VANDEMATRUM means honor and worship of female God particle or shakti ma idol or Allah.

The last but not least is UOG is organisation of Almighty God Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar and He listens our prayer. He has reincarnated as Ram Rahim Jesus and Buddha lalla virajman idol avatar as Nar Narayan avatar REPEATED in kalyug on Earth on 22-23 dec 1949 as Kalki avatar in middle gummed of Babri mosque. He won the case on 9 11 2019 from SC and now He is owner of disputed land. He is New Ruler of India and Globe and He is now killing Adharmis through Covid 19 started from China on 17 Nov 2019 and now it has involved the entire globe. He has launched GCEP 2020.
to deprogram virus by saying "O God help us ". This could bring control in virus attach on different races .

Almighty God Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar by spreading COVID 19 punished 7 billions person globally. till 18.4.20.
1. 1lack 36 thousand by killing
2. 20 lacks by infecting them
3. Rest by lockdown and put them in economical crisis or Economic punishment etc

It is His way of showing that He is annoyed as people are spoiling His world by their bad deeds.

2.13 If you keep on teaching a wrong knowledge to innocent student and researches , it is crime and on this basis you could be punished by Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah Ho Akbar or Creator BBB of Universe .

Prof. Subham Majumdar
Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science,
Jadavpur, Kolkata-700 032, India
E-mail: editor [AT ] iacs.res.in
Phone: +(91) (33) 2499 1001

Dear Sir , Greetings

Divine Physics and divine cosmology has been evolved by University of God . Modern physics refutes God or Creator . Hence Big bang Cosmology is discarded . Please listen two audios that are grievance of Almighty God that sends orders to me by quantum entanglement . There is Science of Prayer and also science of reincarnation of Almighty God on Earth . Mathematics does not have thought of Mind and Creator . Hence instead of Quantum Mechanics now Divine Mechanics is evolved and Quantum mechanics is discarded . After Quran Almighty God Lord Natraj BBB has downloaded a book Titled " Atomicgenetics and Origin of Universe " . Means Mind incorporation in Physics or all sciences . Means theory of Everything . I have sent about 30 papers in your journal to get them published but you rejected them by saying " It is Not Physics " . My point of view is that the truth you think is illusion and you have been taught by your teachers . If you keep on teaching a wrong knowledge to innocent student and researches , it is crime and on this basis you could be punished by Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah Ho Akbar or Creator BBB of Universe .

Lord Natraz BBB took reincarnation on 22 23 Dec 1949 as Kalki Avatar as Ram Rahim , Jesus and Buddha Lalla viraman as All in one Deity or Nar Narayan Avatar and He won the case on 9.11.2019 from Supreme court and became owner of 70 acr of disputed land in Ayodhya . He has started killing Demons by spreading COVID 19 from China and now it has involved the whole Globe . Mind it you people are not an exception to it as you are supporting a science that is illusion and fake ie Big Bang Theory of Origin of Universe that refutes God . The whole Modern physics requires incorporation of Mind . Otherwise it is all fake .

Pl see analytic survey Impact factor in 12 months
Papers read in different countries

https://heaven.academia.edu/vijaymohandas/Analytics/activity/impact/12month

https://heaven.academia.edu/vijaymohandas/Analytics/activity/countries

CV of Dr V.M.Das

https://heaven.academia.edu/vijaymohandas/CurriculumVitae

Thanks Dr Das University of God ( Almighty B.B.B )

2.14 Memorandum Making Peaceful Globe through Scientific intellectual , spiritual and Economical development

To

PM of India

New Delhi

Subject –

1. **Save Earth** from illusive Researches ( theoretical- fundamental research ) made in Physics by different Great scientists and to stop them to teach to new young researchers in the world by different research centers and to promote new scientific understanding as regard Origin of the universe. Thus we can make Globe through Scientific, intellectual and spiritual development

2. **Amicable Solution Of Ayodhaya Issue Through Eternal Knowledge And Eternal Devotion and Finally to have Eternal Happiness and Eternal Peace.** Report of intelligence department is being submitted for consideration on 5th Dec 2017.

3. To issue directions regarding to know that All MPs should know Science of Prayer before they enter into Parliament. It is a compulsory knowledge before they serve our country otherwise they are UNFIT to enter into Parliament.

4. It is the way to get rid of Terrorism, Kashmir issue and many other issues and we will have peace in this region of the world.

Dear Sir

The letter is being drafted by order of Almighty B.B.B, The Creator of Universe as regard compulsory teaching of Science of Prayer before MPs serve the nation. Above supreme court, there is court of Almighty B.B.B court of Justice. (ACJ)

You may be ignorant of the fact, that the knowledge imparted by teachers in the last 400 years misguided students of physical sciences. They are doing the same thing for our research students. University of God is the only school of thoughts which could prevent us from illusion of research (theoretical- fundamental research) made in science in the last 100 years by great scientist like Einstein etc. My aim is to inform all research centers all over world about new development of science (participatory science) and to rectify theoretical fundamental research in a physics and to make learn about **New Model of Origin of the universe** by new scientific understanding to new young researchers in the world by published papers in international journal -Vijay Mohan Das, Atomic genetics and origin of universe (Ho= 72 km/sec/Mpc) volume 1,
Fig 27  If Spin of particles collapses the entire universe effects (structural effects, physical effects, chemical effects and spectral effects), life sciences effects would be collapsed.

2.15  In Ramcharitramanas in Uttara Kand in Doha 120, 121  Tulsidas had discussed incurable infectious diseases that could simulate Bat and its cure by Lord Ram means to use Prayer as a tool to deprogram micro organims (Virus or Bacteria) that causes Three Dosh of Ayurveda ie WATT (Ecology), PITT (Eating or abdominal) or CUFF (related with URTI, LRTI).
All coronaviruses that have caused diseases to humans have had animal origins—generally either in bats or rodents [16]. Previous outbreaks of betacoronaviruses in humans involved direct exposure to animals other than bats. In the case of SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, they were transmitted directly to humans from civet cats and dromedary camels respectively (Figure 2).

**Figure 2.** Animal origins of human coronaviruses. Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) and were transmitted to humans from bats by civet cats and dromedary camels, respectively. The 2019 SARS-CoV-2 was likely transmitted to humans through pangolins that are illegally sold in Chinese markets [16,17].

BISMILLA REHMANE Rahim means VANDEMATRUM means honor and worship of female God particle or shakti ma idol or Allah.

In Ramchritramanas in Uttarakhand shlok 120, 121 Tulsidas had discussed some incurable disorder that could mimic infections under Waat, Pitt and Cuff. Name of Bat is also written may be cause of such infection This interpretation has been taken and added with Covid 19. But in the last Name of Lord Ram has been added to get rid of incurable disorders. Means Prayer saying “O God help us” is the only tool that could de program any microorganisms like virus or bacteria that had caused that disease.

Means, at that time science like Allopath and drug science were not evolved 500 years back. But virus and bacterial infectious diseases were there. That too incurable at that time.

The same Spiritual sciences ie Science of prayer is prediction of theory to get rid of incurable diseases like COVID 19.

**Hence GCEP 2020 has been launched by Almighty GOD Ram Lalla Virajman as Lord Ram Return to get rid of Covid 19.**
उन दिनों में कोरोना वायरस के खिलाफ लोगों की ध्यान का मुख्य ध्यान केंद्र रहा। लेकिन जल सुरक्षा का मुख्य ध्यान केंद्र रहा। लेकिन जल सुरक्षा का मुख्य ध्यान केंद्र रहा। लेकिन जल सुरक्षा का मुख्य ध्यान केंद्र रहा। लेकिन जल सुरक्षा का मुख्य ध्यान केंद्र रहा। लेकिन जल सुरक्षा का मुख्य ध्यान केंद्र रहा।
App dhokhe me hai ki Khuda app ka Mohtaz hai . Khuda aaj bhi Khuda hai aur wo Sab theek kar Sakta hai without you help .

Isliya demons should leave this Earth right now .

BISMILLA REHMANE Rahim means VANDEMATRUM means honor and worship of female God particle or shakti ma idol or Allah.

The last but not least is UOG is organisation of Almighty God Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar and He listens our prayer . He has reincarnated as ram Rahim Jesus and Buddha lalla virajman idol avatar as Nar Narayan avatar REPEATED in kalyug on Earth on 22-23 dec 1949 as Kalki avatar in middle gummed of Babri mosque. He won the case on 9 11 2019 from SC and now He is owner of disputed land. He is New Ruler of India and Globe and He is now killing Adharmis through Covid 19 started from China on 17 Nov 2019 and now it has involved the entire globe . He has launched GCEP 2020 to deprogram virus by saying "O God help us " . This could bring control in virus attach on different races .

Almighty God Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar by spreading COVID 19 punished 7 billions person .globally. till 18.4.20.

1. 1lack 36 thousand by killing

2. 20 lacks by infecting them

3 rest by lockdown and put them in economical punishment .

It is His way of showing that He is annoyed as people are spoiling His world by their bad deeds.

2.16 An International Survey on Growth Dynamics ( Virus Load and Doubling time ) of COVID 19 . A Study
Definitions

1. **Virus Load** - It is racially discriminated. Means maximum on America and Europe and then Eastern Mediterranean and less on South East Asia (India) and least on Africa regions (South Africa) respectively on 23rd April 2020. It could be known by Bar graph by their length on 23rd April 2020.

2. **Doubling Time of Virus** – Rate of multiplication of cells in the cell cycle or rate of forming new viruses in the cell. It is controlled by thought of rate that designs that rate of doubling time. It is numerical value and being controlled by Higher Center BBB of that Virus that attach on different races. It is normally fixed numerical value in fixed type of cancer cells. But in Covid 19 it is not only racial dependent but also in India the dynamics is changed after 26th March with respect to African regions.

3. On 26th March 2020, in India total case were 649 with respect to South Africa (709 cases). But on applying Lockdown in India on 25th March the dynamics changed and on 23 April in India had 21393 cases with respect to South Africa 3635 cases only.

4. Means before locking down in India the dynamics (virus load and doubling time) was least (From 3 Jan 2020 to 26th March only 649 cases in 55 days – Situation Report - 10) and after locking down the dynamics changed and shoot and doubling time and virus load enhanced making 21393 cases on 23 April 2020 – Situation Report - 94 (30 days).
Conclusion: Participatory sciences concludes that the dynamics of COVID 19 is racial dependent and it is designed by Almighty God Lord Natraz or Allah Ho akbar BBB by Divine Mechanics (CCP, Code Pcs and CP).

Dynamics (Virus load and doubling time) of Covid 19 is independent on Social distancing or Lockdown and type of spread ie sporadic (Local Transmission), Cluster and Community Spread.

Since Covid 19, a Global spread and is punishment to all (by killing, by infecting and quarantine and by economical threats) by Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allaha Ho Akbar BBB. Hence its cure is also designed by Him as Global Covid 19 Eradication Program 2020 as launched by UOG where on saying “O God Help Us” could deprogram Covid 19 virus from Earth if Payer (Mass Prayer) is done by All 7 billions persons of Earth. It is prediction of Theory. At present we have 11% success rate published in JAMA 1999 in a study conducted at Mid American Heart Institute USA. It is called Atomic Genetic Engineering.

Fig 30 No Idea of Virus Load and its doubling time and No knowledge of Origin of Universe By Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allaha Ho Akbar BBB. Hence Erroneous Study and Predictions by India T.V.

2.16 Two replies (letters) from Government of India dated 23 April 2020 and 23 Oct 2018 with reference to “Global Covid Eradication Program 2020 “ and Global External debt Eradication Program 2017 “ where HRD ministry should deposit money (Tax Free) (in Billions billions dollars – yearly) as GURU DAKSHINA in the Almighty Account as Indian universities are being benefited by new advanced sciences run by University of God respectively. Government of India is found INCOMPETENT to deal Such issues. His order is to deposit 3 years GURUDAKSHINA about 10^27 billions dollars (10 to the power 27) in His account right now or LEAVE RULERSHIP wef 9 5 20 as you are incompetent to rule INDIA. [1-23]

Global War against COVID 19 is not yet triggered (17.4.20.) Hence News is fake and illusive. It is fight between Ram Lalla Virajman and CoviD 19 until some treatment is settled as we donot have any medicine to kill Covid 19 and to made dead persons ALIVE.

The last but not the least is UOG is organisation of Almighty God Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar and He listens our prayer. He has reincarnated as Ram Rahim Jesus and Buddha lalla virajman idol avatar as Nar Narayan avatar REPEATED in kalyug on Earth on 22-23 dec 1949 as Kalki avatar in middle gummed of Babri mosque. He won the case on 9 11 2019 from SC and now He is owner of disputed land. He is New Ruler of India and Globe and He is now killing Adharmis through Covid 19 started from China on 17 Nov 2019 and now it has involved the entire globe. He has launched GCEP 2020 to deprogram virus by saying "O God help us". This could bring control in virus attach on different races.
Almighty God Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar by spreading COVID 19 punished 7 billions person globally till 9.5 .20.

1. 259 474 deaths (5429) by killing

2. 3 759 967 cases (87 729) by infecting them

3. Rest by lockdown and put them in economical punishment.

It is His way of showing that He is annoyed as people are spoiling His world by their bad deeds.
Way to get rid of Economic failure as well as Punishment of Almighty God by Covid 19. In Both efforts of UOG, Modi’s governance is Incompetent to Compliance.

GCEP 2020 is the only way to get rid of Covid 19 Globally. Modi is not well informed about spiritual sciences as he believes in physical sciences like social distancing etc. Hence he is failed in his lockdown theory of stopping Viral spread in India. He believes in works which are not published and without references or fake references. He is fond of selling dreams. It is CRIME

Conclusion

Come and become part of His MERCY under UOG. Please see Fig 17 where Lord Krishna is lifting Govardhan mountain to protect us from natural calamities like rain. This time He has equipped us UOG to know Science of Prayer and to know and to use it to be protected from COVID 19 and many other Natural disasters. Today is 25.3.2020 and Nav Ratri is starting. Shakti Ma would help India and abroad to come out from Corona pandemic. Social distance is not radical treatment globally. Radical cure is Science of prayer. 7 billions persons should say “O GOD HELP ME.” MANY TIMES A DAY. IT WORKS...It is boon given to us through Almighty God since origin of species. When science was not developed, people did use this tool to get rid of natural calamities like floods, Rains, famines and unknown diseases etc. That is what we require more apart from social distancing. This tool is effective, old and scientifically proved. We could deprogram many diseases and we could reprogram science also through this tool. It is prediction of Spiritual Sciences.
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